Lessons From Bangladesh

By Seth Leibson

On April 24, 2013, the Rana Plaza garment factory collapsed, killing 1,138 workers and injuring 2,500 more. While not the first disaster in the history of Bangladesh’s garment industry, the Rana Plaza death toll drew international attention and provoked outrage about the unsafe conditions in apparel manufacturing a century after the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire. Under pressure, nearly 200 international brands signed the Bangladesh Accord for Fire and Building Safety to ensure inspections and better working conditions in their factories.

The Accord, which covers about half of Bangladesh’s four million garment workers, is intended to empower workers to protect themselves. Garment workers and their organizations were involved in negotiating the agreement from the beginning; the signatories include two international union federations and their Bangladeshi affiliates. The Accord also provides for worker participation in health and safety committees and walkthrough factory inspections. Most strikingly, employees in Accord factories can refuse to work in unsafe conditions without retaliation.

In addition to these “bottom-up” worker empowerment measures, Brown emphasized the Accord’s “top-down” support from brands, which are legally bound to fund a rigorous and independent inspection regime unprecedented in the industry. If the inspectors find structural deficiencies or fire hazards in the factory, the brands are responsible for ensuring that factory owners make repairs — doubly so because the results of inspections are posted online. If the factory owner cannot afford repairs, the brands themselves must pay. Yet perhaps the most important provision requires that brands continue to source from a factory for two years after an inspection takes place. In order to safeguard its image against another disaster, the brand must ensure that repairs take place, not simply shift its business to a less notorious but perhaps equally dangerous supplier.

This combination of worker empowerment and binding regulation of the labels resulted in 80,000 safety issues identified in 2014, more than 500 repair plans approved, and 11,000 industrial hazards corrected. Fourteen factories are “on notice” for repeated infractions. These statistics, and Brown’s impressions from field work in Bangladesh, suggest that the nascent Accord is already making a difference and perhaps saving lives. The free participation of workers in workplace health and safety is more uneven, but at least a few workers have used the Accord to challenge unjust retaliation.

Limitations of the Accord

Despite these encouraging developments, Brown acknowledged the Accord’s limitations, some of which might be particularly salient in the Americas. First, the Accord deals only with workplace hazards related to building collapse and fire. It does not address other threats to the health and well-being of garment workers across the world, such as exposure to chemicals, repetitive motion, long hours, and dangerous machinery. While factories in densely populated Bangladesh are often housed in poorly constructed multistory buildings, Central American factories are typically low-slung, one or two massive structures. In this region, structural collapse is not so great a concern.

The Accord also does not address the root of garment workers’ exploitation in inequitable global supply chains. Indeed, Brown suggested that the brands that entered the Accord were willing to do so to keep sourcing from low-cost Bangladeshi suppliers. The Canadian magazine McLean’s found that a typical worker in the international apparel industry receives less than 1 percent of the retail cost of what they produce, and even the factory’s margin is only 5 percent of retail. The brand and retailer keep the majority of the revenue.

Finally, the Accord’s signatory brands are mostly European. The largest North American apparel companies, such as Walmart and the Gap, preferred to form their own — less rigorous — health and safety regime in Bangladesh. Brown suggested that European companies’ greater openness to labor unions might account for this divergence. In Bangladesh, where 60 percent of garment exports go to the EU, the defection of North American companies damages, but does not entirely undermine, the Accord’s effectiveness. In Central America, where the United States is the primary export market, no reform could be effective without the large American brands.
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In December 2005, for the first time in its history, the majority-indigenous country Bolivia elected an indigenous candidate as president. Evo Morales and his left-wing Movimiento al Socialismo — Instrumento Político por la Soberanía de los Pueblos (Movement Toward Socialism — Political Instrument for the Sovereignty of the Peoples, MAS) garnered a decisive 53.7 percent of the presidential vote and a similar legislative vote share. This electoral success of the party, which had been founded only a decade earlier, constituted a watershed for the continent’s poorest country.

For years, Bolivia had been plagued by various crises and tremendous economic and political instability and had seen five other presidents during the five years leading up to this election.

Since the MAS assumed office in January 2006, the country has made advances in the representation of traditionally marginalized groups, has experienced stable economic growth and decreases in poverty, and has largely stabilized politically. At the same time, many domestic participants and international observers of the country’s “proceso de cambio” — as the political transformation process led by the MAS is often called — have critically noted the concentration of power in the executive, the hegemonic position of the MAS within the political system, and the economy’s continued dependence on extractive industries. Linda Farthing, a long-time observer of Bolivia, discussed these developments in a talk at UC Berkeley.

What then can Central American sweatshop workers learn from the Accord? Most garment workers around the world face low wages, long hours, dangerous working conditions, and anti-union repression. They often also work in states captured by the industry. The New York Times reported in 2013 that 10 percent of the Bangladeshi parliament consisted of garment factory owners. The largest Central American garment exporter is Honduras, where a 2009 coup overthrew the populist Manuel Zelaya and ushered in a wave of violent repression. The Accord’s early successes show that rigorous private regulation, enforced by workers protected from retaliation and by the labels, can change conditions on the ground. This position is controversial, as it seems to give up on the state and privatize its regulatory functions, but for Brown, it is necessary under the circumstances.

Garment workers in the Americas can strive, not for the exact duplication of the Accord, but for brands to commit to its successful elements: accurate and publicly transparent inspections, mandatory repairs, and worker participation protected by binding arbitration. Anti-sweatshop organizers in the United States can pressure brands to share the results of safety inspections that many of them already claim to conduct. They can also call on labels to insist that suppliers form the labor/management health and safety committees required by (largely unenforced) law in many countries. These reforms would lead to increased disclosure and awareness of health and safety problems among both workers and consumers, increasing political will to remedy dangerous conditions on the shop floor.

In November 2014, the Clean Clothes Campaign, an international anti-sweatshop organization based in the Netherlands, held its regular five-year strategy conference. At this event in Hong Kong, a significant delegation of garment workers from Central America participated in the discussions for the first time. A century after the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire, garment workers around the world are sharing strategies and solidarity. That is surely the most promising sign of all.
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Over the last decade, the Bolivian political system has become considerably more representative than ever before. Traditionally marginalized groups such as women, indigenous populations, urban and rural poor, formal and informal workers, peasants, etc. have been incorporated...